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“Manufactured  
with HEART and 
SOUL”

4 | Manufacturing



Not all kitchens are created equal. It’s not until you dig a little deeper that you begin  

to understand that looks can be deceptive. For example; the stiles and rails of our 

wooden doors are made from solid kiln dried timbers unlike some manufacturers. 

No laminates here.

We are intensely proud of the fact that our cabinets use glue and dowel construction 

for added strength. Not so that we can charge a premium but so we can ensure our 

products are of the finest quality.

Our kitchen manufacturing partner employs the latest hi-tech machinery. This may not 

mean much when you’re looking for a new kitchen but when you consider the fact that 

it enables them to manufacture our products more efficiently here in the UK, it means 

we can ensure the kitchens we supply offer you exceptional quality and value for money.
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“HAND-FINISHED 
by CRAFTSMEN”

6 | Hand Finishing



When you look at what goes into making your kitchen, you realise that quality is more 

than just skin deep. It takes dedication and a passion for fine craftsmanship, and that 

comes from our industry leading manufacturing partner. They take pride in their work 

and know how to craft the perfect kitchen.

Their attention to detail borders on the obsessive, so naturally they only use the finest 

components. Take the hinges for example, they use the best ‘in-line’ hinge plates. 

This makes fine-tuning the door height easy. All our kitchens are hand finished too.

Our solid timber doors are sanded by hand, as no machine can ever replicate the finish 

that we require.

Certain key components are also still fitted by hand, so we can ensure tolerances are 

correct and our products will provide years of trouble free service.

This attention to detail doesn’t just end when a kitchen is manufactured. Our kitchens 

are delivered to your home by our experienced staff. 

It’s that uncompromising quality and willingness to create something truly amazing that 

makes our kitchens so special.
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How many times have you fallen in love with a product only to find it’s not available in 

the colour of your choice? 

We understand that colour is subjective. It’s a very personal choice despite what the 

current trends or fashions dictate. We appreciate that when you’re investing in your 

dream kitchen you shouldn’t have to compromise on colour. It’s about your dream 

and vision.

This is one of the reasons why our manufacturing partner puts so much thought into 

their manufacturing processes. It means we can offer you more flexibility and choice, so 

if you want us to colour match a painted door to a specific shade, no problem – even if 

it’s electric pink!

We have specially selected 14 painted finishes to create our colour palette, but if you have 

a favourite in mind from Farrow and Ball, Little Greene or Fired Earth then please let us 

know as we offer a full paint matching service.

8 | Painting



“Your 
KITCHEN
Your 
COLOUR”

Painting | 9



10 | Contemporary Doors10 | Contemporary Styles



Contemporary
Styles

The clean simple lines of a modern kitchen 

help to create a calming, uncluttered feel.

The flat, slab style features of a contemporary 

door make it an excellent canvas for our wide 

variety of colours, textures and woodgrains.



12 | Allanche Petrol Blue



A L L A N C H E

With clean and minimalist features, the Allanche kitchen 

makes a contemporary statement. High-gloss mirror-

finished doors cleverly use light as a feature, reflecting 

sharp lines and chic European styling. Designer-inspired 

two-tone edging adds to a stunning on-trend kitchen.

Allanche’s Two Tone Edging Detail
Allanche Cashmere & Champagne

Allanche Graphite & White



Laval White Laval White

L A V A L

Clean, crisp and stunningly contemporary, the Laval kitchen offers fresh and light simplicity. 

Undeniably cool and chic, yet cleverly understated with gloss lacquered doors and smart 

finishing touches, the Laval range brings a confident, modern and refreshing alpine look.
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16 | Mons Gloss White



Mons Gloss Graphite Mons Gloss Dove Grey
Mons Gloss Cashmere

M O N S  G L O S S

There’s a relaxed yet assured confidence shining from the 

clean elegance of the Mons Gloss kitchen. Gloss lacquered 

slab doors with integrated handles, blending with 

graceful curving features to deliver an unbroken linear 

design that flows smoothly throughout the entire room.



Mons White
Mons Bespoke BlueMons Light Grey

M O N S

Identical in style to the Mons Gloss range, our Mons kitchen 

delivers the gentle sophistication of handle-free chic.

The calmly-expressed confidence of smooth painted doors, 

together with a choice of standard and bespoke colours, helps 

you create a contemporary look that’s uniquely your own.  
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20 | Menet Graphite



Menet WhiteMenet Petrol Blue

M E N E T

Continuing the clean and contemporary look, the high-gloss acrylic-faced doors of our 

Menet kitchen range bring head-turning polished chic. Add clean, sharp lines and smart 

glazed features to a mix of bold and neutral colours, to offer a vibrant modern look. 



Modena Horizon Natural Carini Walnut & Nordic BlueModena Horizon Natural Carini Walnut & Nordic Blue

M O D E N A  H O R I Z O N

Blending modern chic design with hard-wearing materials, the Modena Horizon range offers 

contemporary inspiration and alluring practicality. Take your pick from 9 on-trend finishes, 

feature panels and modern glazed units to create a look that’s innovative yet natural too.
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24 | Modena Driftwood



Modena Driftwood
Modena Driftwood

M O D E N A

It’s often the sleek, crisp look that catches 

the eye with a contemporary kitchen.

Our Modena range is a stunning example, incorporating 

eye-catching slab doors and a wide range of 19  

on-trend finishes, in solid colour or woodgrains, to 

help you build the chic kitchen you’re proud of.



Vicenza Internal & External Curves in Carbon Vicenza Light Grey & Bespoke Duck Egg Blue

V I C E N Z A

If there’s a contemporary range that has classic appeal, 

it has to be our Vicenza Painted kitchens.

Flawless, smooth matt painted slab doors offer a timeless look that’s 

simple, elegant yet unmistakably modern. Colour-matching gives 

you the flexibility to create a look that’s uniquely yours.



Vicenza Light Grey & Bespoke Duck Egg Blue | 27



28 | Shaker Styles



Shaker
Styles

The beauty of a shaker style kitchen lies in it’s simplicity. 

This timeless aesthetic has a versatile appeal that is 

at home in both traditional and modern settings. 



30 | Sherbourne 105 Northern Tide & Light Grey



Sherbourne 105 Bespoke Stone Grey
Sherbourne 105 Light Grey

S H E R B O U R N E  1 0 5

Whether you’re set on contemporary or classical, our Sherbourne 

105 shaker kitchen hits the mark. Refined profile and groove 

detailing blends with a flawlessly smooth paint finish.

With a 105mm of extra frame, plus a choice of accessories, 

worktops and colours, creating the perfect look is simple.



Wilsden Morning Dew
Wilsden Morning Dew

32 | Wilsden Morning Dew

W I L S D E N

Our Wilsden range gives you a timelessly traditional 

shaker look, with the added elegance of subtly 

carved columns and gentle curved features. 

You can really bring your choices to life with 

a range of beautiful door handles, worktops, 

even personalised paint colours. 



Wilsden Dakar | 33



34 | Newthorpe Light Grey



Newthorpe Cornflower BlueNewthorpe Light Grey

N E W T H O R P E

Welcome to shaker style, with a contemporary twist. Slightly deeper detailing 

combines with quality flush joints to give an effortlessly modern look. 

Choose from chic door handles, crafted curves, gorgeous worktops, plus 

your own choice of colour, to create a simple yet breathtaking room. 



Fairburn Oak & Alabaster
Fairburn Alabaster & Highlands

36 | Fairburn

F A I R B U R N

Equally at home in a contemporary house or 

something more traditional, the Fairburn range 

brings classic shaker style and versatility.

With a choice of oak effect or painted finishes, 

worktop options and modern or classic handles and 

knobs, you can craft a look that suits your home. 



Fairburn Oak, Alabaster & Highlands | 37



38 | Deepdale Carbon 



Deepdale Carbon Deepdale Carbon

D E E P D A L E

Curved units, glazed features, solid 105mm timber frames, plus contemporary 

handles or antique knobs give our Deepdale shaker range unbeatable 

versatility. With chic lacquered finishes or your choice of beautiful colours, 

you can use your vision and taste to craft the perfect kitchen.



40 | Classic Styles



Classic 
Styles

Intricate detailing and raised centre panels are synonymous 

with classic kitchen styles. Natural timber and painted 

finishes combine perfectly to complete the look.

Functional accessories put practical pieces on display with 

beautiful pilasters and over hob mantles adding authenticity. 



Brayton Northern Tide
Brayton Blackened & Oval Room Blue

Brayton Northern Tide

B R A Y T O N

Adding inset beading detail and flush joints to the classic 

shaker style doors creates a beautifully crafted range. 

Curved features, glazed units, plus oak or painted timber 

finishes and a selection of subtle or statement knobs 

and handles, help you personalise the traditional look. 



Brayton Cashmere & Oak | 43



44 | Avington White



Avington Cornflower Blue Avington Cornflower Blue

A V I N G T O N

Traditional country kitchens are synonymous with exquisite detailing and rich characteristics. 

The Avington makes its mark with a classic raised centre panel, carved crafted features, 

plus a mix of solid oak accessories and painted finishes that combine beautifully.



Wentbridge White
Wentbridge Alabaster

46 | Wentbridge

W E N T B R I D G E

The sophisticated Wentbridge kitchen skilfully 

blends shaker-style doors with the traditional 

elegance of a mock in-frame design.

A smooth paint finish brings genuine elegance, with 

curved features, glazed units and rustic open-front racks 

and cupboards completing a classic country look.   



Wentbridge Alabaster | 47



48 | In-Frame Styles



In-Frame 
Styles

A classically created in-frame kitchen is instantly recognisable 

by it’s design. The appearance of a door enveloped by a frame 

conjures images of traditional, time served craftsmanship.

Finished in lacquer or paint, our in-frame kitchen ranges feature 

square framed doors with flat centre panels or traditional 

beaded details. An in-frame kitchen is both a practical 

and stylish choice for the more discerning customer.



50 | Chatsworth Light Grey



Chatsworth Northern Tide Chatsworth Northern Tide
Chatsworth Mussel & Bespoke Blue

C H A T S W O R T H

The carefully crafted charm of this classic in-frame design is 

what makes the Chatsworth range such a popular choice.

Traditional markers of quality, such as cock-beaded 

frame detailing, dovetail beautifully with painted 

timber and oak finishes; producing an archetypal 

in-frame kitchen boasting style and character.



Oak, Cornforth White & Charleston Grey
Bespoke Lamp Room Grey & Light Grey

52 | Denby

D E N B Y

The attention-grabbing Denby range is created 

to match highly desirable in-frame craftsmanship 

with the very latest features and finishes.

Purposely unfussy, the Denby blends modern 

simplicity with stunning features, including the 

convex curved units and bespoke or standard colours, 

with grooved joints and shaker-style appeal.   



Denby Oak & Alabaster | 53



54 | Ledston Cornflower Blue



Ledston Château Grey Ledston Château Grey

L E D S T O N

It’s those extra touches of crafted detail that give our Ledston in-frame kitchen its unmistakable 

identity. From eye-catching vertical beading on the door centre panel and cock bead frame 

detailing, to feature panelling and quality flush joints on the doors, the Ledston oozes quality. 



Acomb Cashmere

A C O M B

Think authentic ‘country’ kitchen and it’s likely 

our Acomb kitchen springs instantly to mind.

Traditional touches include cockbead details on 

the frame, full beading on each door’s centre panel, 

plus rustic racks and crafted end columns. Choose 

from classic oak or a painted timber finish.



Acomb Bespoke Lamp Room Grey | 57



58 | Flaxton White



Flaxton WhiteFlaxton White

F L A X T O N

Breathtaking in its stylish simplicity, our striking Flaxton in-frame kitchen creates a look 

that’s classically clean yet undeniably contemporary. Wide, smooth painted doors create a 

sense of space, combining with cockbeaded detail on each frame to bring a chic finish.



Thwaite Light GreyThwaite Oak & Alabaster

T H W A I T E

Timelessly traditional, our authentic Thwaite kitchen brings a charming ‘farmhouse’ feel 

with its shaker styling and exquisitely crafted details.  Choose from classic oak or a range 

of standard and painted timber finishes to create a country kitchen you’ll be proud of.



Thwaite Oak & Alabaster | 61



Our Paint Palette

62 | Our Paint Palette

Our standard paint palette consists of 14 carefully selected finishes. We have studied the latest 

interior trends to create a collection of stylish colours that compliment all of our kitchen styles.

Muted tones continue to be popular with a growing trend towards cool grey finishes, blue and 

green hues are this years feature colours. Recent additions to our range include; Morning Dew, 

Northern Tide, Highlands, Light Grey, Château Grey and Cashmere.
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How many times have you fallen in love with a 

product only to find it’s not available in the colour of 

your choice? 

We also appreciate that colour is subjective. It’s a 

very personal choice despite what the current trends 

or fashions dictate. We appreciate that when you’re 

investing in your dream kitchen you shouldn’t have 

to compromise on colour. It’s about your dream and 

vision.

Our bespoke colour matching service offers you the 

opportunity to create a kitchen that is as unique as 

you are.

C R E A T E  A LOOK

YOU’LL L O V E
with our bespoke colour 

matching service

64 | Bespoke Colours



Ledston Pitch Blue & Ammonite
Brayton Cooking Apple Green & Shadow White 

Flaxton Dix Blue & Dimpse
Chatsworth Charleston Grey & Elephants Breath



Our Colour Palette 

Gloss Lacquered Finishes

Graphite Dove Grey Cashmere Alabaster White

Pointing

BlackCashmere Champagne Dakar Graphite Alabaster Light Grey Mussel Petrol Blue White

Allanche & Menet Finishes

Standard Paint Finishes

Alabaster Cashmere Cornflower 
Blue

Dakar Sage White
Château 

Grey
Light 
Grey

Northern 
Tide

Mussel
Morning 

DewHighlandsCarbon

Please note:  Colour swatches shown for illustrative 
purposes only and may vary from finished product.



Modena Finishes

Modena Colour Finishes

Modena Horizon Finishes

Dark  
Cordoba 

Olive
Driftwood

Hacienda 
Black

Light 
Ferrara 

Oak

Truffle 
Brown Avola

Grey Beige 
Gladstone

Natural 
Carini  

Walnut

Alabaster DakarCashmereAluminium Graphite Light Grey Mussel VanillaStone Grey White
Nordic 
Blue

Black Brown 
Ferrara Oak

Light Ferrara 
Oak

Natural 
Lancaster 

Oak
Wenge Driftwood

Graphite 
Fleetwood

Natural 
Halifax 

Oak

Natural 
Halifax 

Oak

Graphite 
Fleetwood

Natural 
Carini 

Walnut
Our Colour Palette | 67



Door Styles

Contemporary 

Vicenza – Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Laval – Gloss Lacquered

Gloss White & Alabaster

Mons Gloss – 
Gloss Lacquered

Gloss Lacquered Finishes

Modena – Melamine Faced

Modena & Modena 
Colour Finishes

Mons – Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Menet – Acrylic 
Faced Surface

Gloss Acrylic Finishes

Modena Horizon – 
Melamine Faced

Modena Horizon & 
Modena Colour Finishes

Allanche – Acrylic 
Faced Surface

Gloss Acrylic Finishes

68 | Kitchen Styles - Contemporary



Please note:  Door colours and finishes shown for illustrative purposes only and may 
vary from the finished product. Fairburn Alabaster is a finished foil door, not painted.

Shaker 

Wilsden – Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Sherbourne 105 – 
Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Newthorpe – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Fairburn – Painted 
Oak Effect

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Newthorpe – 
Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Deepdale – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Fairburn – Oak Effect

Foil Wrapped Oak Effect

Deepdale – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Kitchen Styles - Shaker | 69



Classic

Avington – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Avington – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Brayton – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Brayton – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Wentbridge – Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

70 | Kitchen Styles - Classic



Flaxton – Smooth Painted

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Acomb – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Ledston – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Acomb – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Thwaite – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Ledston – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

In-Frame

Chatsworth – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Chatsworth – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Denby – Painted Timber

Standard & Bespoke 
Paint Finishes

Denby – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Thwaite – European Oak

European Oak with 
Tinted Lacquer Finish

Kitchen Styles - In-Frame | 71
Please note:  Door colours and finishes shown for illustrative 
purposes only and may vary from the finished product.



Curved Unit Availability
72 | Curved Unit Availability



Small curved 
wall & base unit

Tall curved 
wall unit

Internal curved 
base unit

Internal curved 
wall unit

Tall internal 
curved wall unit

S shape  
drawer pack Larder curved unit

Unit code

CBU30 & CWU30 CTWU30 ICBU ICWU ICTWU SSP2D1-10 CLU30

Allanche *

Mons

Mons Gloss

Laval

Menet

Vicenza

Brayton

Fairburn

Deepdale

Wilsden

Newthorpe

Avington

Sherbourne 105

Wentbridge

Modena Horizon

Modena

Chatsworth

Thwaite

Flaxton

Denby

Acomb

Ledston

* Curves only available in the following Allanche finishes - White, Alabaster, Light Grey, Petrol Blue, Graphite and Cashmere. Curved Unit Availability | 73



The latest innovations in storage, 
everything in its place.
Innovative storage solutions from Kesseböhmer

Your new kitchen should look just as good 

on the inside as it does on the outside. 

Not only that, it should also provide useful 

storage space for everyday essentials, from 

utensils to household items. 

Every item in your kitchen should have its 

place and be within easy reach. A clutter-

free environment is far more conducive 

to cooking and preparing food efficiently 

and it helps by having highly ergonomic, 

usable storage. Our innovative solutions 

make life easier and are an absolute joy 

to use.

Every one of our kitchens has the option 

to include innovative storage solutions 

by Kesseböhmer. They are experts at 

maximising potential storage space in 

your kitchen. Their range of products 

ensures that the internal cabinet space 

of your kitchen furniture is utilised as 

effectively as possible.

Kesseböhmer products are manufactured 

to exacting standards and have won 

many European awards for design 

and innovation.

Sometimes the simplest things are the most 

extraordinary. Just as nature exhibits amazing efficiency 

among its elements, Kesseböhmer strives to achieve  

the perfect balance between form and function in 

the kitchen.

74 | Our Difference



// Cabinets are supplied rigid with Kesseböhmer storage solutions 
 pre-fitted – this saves valuable time during installation

// Chrome plated baskets/shelves

// Full extension runners on all mechanisms

// ‘Softstop’ soft close action is available on pull-out units

// Solid bottom shelves are available on some mechanisms

// Greater load bearing capacity than typical storage systems

Storage Features and Benefits

Larder Pull-Out Magic Corner

150 Base Pull-Out

Tandem Pull-Out Larder Le Mans

Revo 90 Carousel 150 Classic Tray Pull-Out

Tandem Solo Pull-Out Larder

Dispensa Junior 300 & 400 150 Towel Pull-Out

Please note:  Wirework product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product supplied. Our Difference | 75



Features and Benefits

// Blumotion soft closing systems,  
 for silent and effortless closing of  
 doors and drawers

// Full extension runner 
 systems, allowing full access to  
 drawer contents

// 30kg dynamic load bearing  
 drawers as standard – 50kg on  
 800mm+ and 65kg on 1200mm  
 pan drawers

// 500mm deep pan drawers fitted  
 as standard – 20 per cent more  
 storage than standard drawers

// Easy removal of drawer boxes in a  
 single movement without the  
 need for tools

// Twin walled metal pan 
 drawer sides available as 
 an optional upgrade

Little things that make  
a big, big difference.

Blum Standard Drawer SideOak Dove Tail Drawer

Sink Drawer Bridge Cutlery 
Inserts 

Splash Trays Wall Plate Rack 
Unit

Basket Units Expanding Timber 
Cutlery Inserts

Waste Bins Pop-Up Socket

Intivo Glass Sided Pan Drawer Metal Pan Drawer Side

For us, a kitchen that functions as good as it looks can only be achieved 

by using the finest components. For drawers we chose Blum Tandembox 

with Blumotion full extension, soft close runners as standard for silent, 

effortless operation. Hinges are Blum Clip Top metal 110º door hinges with 

3-way adjustment and soft close fitted as standard for perfect movement.

Blum components are engineered to perfection as you’d expect from 

a world leader in quality furniture components. They are highly functional, 

cleverly designed and durable enough to last for the lifetime of your kitchen 

furniture. That’s approximately 20 years of trouble free performance.

Blum/Kitchen Accessories

Accessories

Here is a small selection of the functional and decorative 

accessories available to compliment your new kitchen.
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Our cabinets are made to order and supplied rigid. They are factory 

assembled and supplied with doors, drawers and accessories fitted. 

They are manufactured in the traditional manner, glued and dowelled for 

strength to ensure there are no visible fixings or redundant holes. Each 

cabinet is fitted with soft close door and drawer dampers as standard.

Cabinet specification, 
what makes us different.

18mm rigid kitchen cabinet, glue 
and dowel construction

Hardwearing colour 
co-ordinated 2mm thick 
durable ABS edging

18mm adjustable shelf

Solid, colour co-ordinated 8mm 
backs in all units 

Blum Clip Top Metal 110º door 
hinges with 3-way adjustment 
and soft close fitted as standard

Fully adjustable legs for fitting on  
uneven floors

Blum Tandembox A Design, 
twin walled metal sided drawer 
system with 16mm solid base 
and metal back incorporating 
full extension runner with 
integrated soft close dampers

Blum in line hinge plates with  
CAM height adjustment

Pre-fitted worktop brackets

Full extension runners with 
integrated soft close dampers

42mm service void

01
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Cabinet Colours

What makes our cabinets unique?

White Alabaster Light Grey Graphite Mussel Aluminium Vanilla Cashmere Dakar Stone Grey

Natural 
Lancaster Oak

Light Calais 
Oak

Light 
Winchester Oak

Light Ferrara 
Oak

Black Brown 
Ferrara Oak

Wenge
Tobacco Aida 

Walnut Cabinet Specification | 77

Please note:  Colour swatches shown for 
illustrative purposes only and may vary 
from finished product.



78 | Important Notes



Important notes

Painted finishes 
Please be aware that although we strive to maintain colour consistency, as a painted 
product there may be variations between batches. 
 
Therefore we are unable to guarantee an exact colour match between orders. Painted 
products may be susceptible to cracking along joint lines. Touch-up paints are available 
to order. 

Colour reproduction 
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure than the information contained in this 
publication was accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change 
specifications at any time. The photographs reproduced in this publication are within  
the constraints of the printing process and are not intended to be used for matching 
purposes. Utensils, glassware, lighting, cutlery etc. shown do not form part of this 
product offer.

Product Specifications 
We endeavour to maintain a consistent product specification. If this is not possible we 
reserve the right to amend product specification without prior notice.



Find out more about 
our exciting kitchens.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating as they say and what better 

way to learn more about what makes us different than experiencing 

our kitchen ranges for yourself.

By discussing your kitchen requirements with us we will be able to 

help you specify your dream kitchen, from finishes to storage solutions, 

appliances to accessories.

Email: info@gowercoastkitchens.co.uk • Website www.gowercoastkitchens.co.uk • Tel: 01792 851778 / 07974 760996




